BEST OF THE BEST  Editors Choice

Upon entering Dr. Mark Youssef’s YOUnique Medical spa, a feeling of calm and serenity filtrates the air. The staff is exceptionally professional making you feel right at home. Having been voted as Best of the Best is no coincidence: celebrities and dignitaries are frequent visitors of this luminous full service beauty spa.

In getting ready for the Oscars the lime light is on the oxygen facial: Intraceutical Rejuvenation in just 45 minutes using Vitamins A, C, and E combined with green tea and Hyaluronic Acid, added to oxygen, literally lifts your face. The results are immediately visible and unbelievable. No wonder Madonna swears by it and keeps an oxygen machine in all of her homes. Walk in saggy and walk out feeling rejuvenated. Dr. Mark Youssef is a Board Certified Surgeon and has been featured in numerous magazines and television shows, such as Star, In Touch and Access Hollywood. The spa provides a variety of beauty and surgical services.

Call (310)434-0044 or visit www.youniquemedspa.com

ZO SKIN HEALTH ™ by Zein Obagi, MD

Twenty years ago world renowned Dr. Obagi was a mavenick in demanding the highest standard of skin care. Now, he has done it again: invented the most advanced skin health system in the world that actually works! You were born with beautiful complexion. Luckily, with ZO SKIN HEALTH ™ you can have it again. That glow you radiate when you are in love, the fresh feeling of the skin when you are young is brought back by recreating healthy skin once more. The Obagi skin health program uses a multi-disciplinary approach to restore radiance, clarity and elasticity so that you can be young all over again.

Call (310) 275-3098 or visit www.zoskinhealth.com

LaDonna Parker is a Los Angeles based jewelry designer who puts a bit of herself in every piece she makes. Her craftsmanship and use of raw materials gives LaDonna that unique touch we call magic. Whether she’s combining Turquoise with a vermeil chain to make a stylish belt, accenting opal beads with Swarovski crystals, or knotting Freshwater pearls to make a stunning necklace, LaDonna knows that she’s making something timeless. Her most recent endeavor is Pearl Rebirth Series: a special line of 365 pearl necklaces, each representing a day of the year. Part of a limited and numbered series, each piece will carry a story of its own from LaDonna herself.

Please visit www.LaDonnaParkerDesigns.com

or phone her at (323) 309-8901